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]« Simmi Davis, deolare:

1. Iam tfte TedimcalD&«ctDr ofMS SohiticHis. I makeflis dedantfombasedoamy

percond bitovrtedg^ and iftailed as a witness, I coaldawlw
to dttjnattns set fixrdi herein. .

2. r leceived a Basbdoc ofScienceHonours in EnvirwimeiitalBiology from Oxfoid

Brookes Uiiiversi^k 1991. lRsoeiTOdal4J3.inStj*tel80lq»Mass^)ectometty

fiom Liveipool JMQ, in assodadoa wflh Cambridge Univeisi^, in 1996.

3. I was aSaWelkrtope Systems Bagineer forWScrcmjass UKI^

July 1998. From July 1998 to Jane 2000, 1 was a StaffScientist at the Lawrence

BcddjyNitional Labwatory, Beridey Woiversify. I i^inedMicramass^^
DevelopmentRt^Ml/Jader&rtheliiorganicMSGroo^

2003. ftomMBroh2p03toMard»2005,Iwas8ReseanAQfficerfi)rQiieeK

UiBivewity. la March 2005, IjoiaedMS Solutions as the Technical Director.
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4. Based on nv education and experietice. I am fiunUiarvafliftete^

in antiHkping deteeiioi]: The testostecooe to Ephestosterone ratio test ("T/E test^

and the CarboQ IsotopeRatio test ("OR").

.5. TheT/Btestispei&niicdtiSBi^BGasCJhroniatogi^lQr/MassS^^

("GOMS") instmrneot, which calculates0» ratio oftestosterone to epiiestosteroae in

asample. The TJE test calouhtiaflusnrtio by comparing the sfpeoficira

caHed a 'YespOBse''- oftestoaterooe to flie re^iwnse of<|atestastm»»

6, TheCKVMSoamwtdistingaislibetwceosyntbeticmHlnatundtes^

becauselheirmassspeotiaarDidenticai. Epitestosteroneisaniocrtepimerof

testostenwe, «*ich means that it has tte same chemical makeiq. as testosterone, but

becaose,ofadtCfei»noeinchiraBty(ageometricdiflFerenoe-sortofamiiTori^

.at one locatioDi qpitestostBTMie is not bfotogicaBy active.

7.
Iaaieoiy.thenitiooftestoslewiietoq>itestosteroBeinmineinadultmalesshouM^^

appnaimatefy 1:1. In fiwt however, ratios»
obavewly, some individuals naturaUy have low minaty T/B ratios tha^

evwi with ti» adminislrali<m ofexogenoijs testosterone.

8. I«»aU»fimiiliarwithtteCIR.v*fchalsohasbeeade«jribedasthete^

"sgmthetic testosterone." CSenwaDy, molecules are composedofatoms; specifically;

biotogicatinoleculesareoon>posedprimarilyofCarbon,OxygenandIfydrog^
.

atonis. carixm. in its basic form, is an atom composed ofsixelecti^

and six neutrons. In nature, however, most atoms have one ormore stable isotopes.

Aatabbisotopeisaaatomthatl»M'Vs3dra»neut«)iis. Infliecaseofcarbon."Cisa

stia>kisotDpethathasoiie«<at««nekroiL Tlwactdalcarbra



iadividual will varybased (HI his or ber diet The same is tine fin-}dants. Asittums

011^ the i«rtiGiiIarpWts (mos% soy) used for tiie bdiding blocks ofsynthetio or

lri>ai]na<»ulicd testosiscoae aie pailiculady tow in "C, especial^ vdienc^^

die levels found in most humans.

9. TheCaS.t^ispeift»medu^ganIRMSinsttunen^inrihichmeasores4ienitto

"C/'^iaataigetanalyte. liwflieoiybdund the test is that synOetictestostaaM.

v^di is ttsuaSy soy-based, win be dqdetedm carbon 13. To account for individual

variabilities in dtings sudi as diet; which can affect die '^C/'\D ratio, die test

Mmpaies die "CV"ti ratio (^atestostetooe metabolite that is bdievedto be afifected

. by exogenous testosterone to die '^CV'^ ratio ofan endogenous refbrence cmq^mid

diatisbdievednottobeaffeotedlveiaigenoastostosteronB. Bycon^aringdie

differeaace in die "C/''CiMtio between a testosterone metabolite Mtdfltfestosteim^

preoirsnr, or odior Mtdogenous reiferoice conqioand, dieQR test candetennin

likelihood oftestostercme beingfrom an exog^ious source.

10. bi diecHy, fir any individual atany one time die *^C/^ ratio ofa testostetcme

ptecorscr should be identical (or veiy dose) to diat ofa testosterone mietabolite. Ifa

poson is using eacognous testosterone, however, there will be a detectable and

signxficant diffexeoce betwe«i die '^C/*^ ratio in a testo^etone metabolite and a

testosterosepfecursm. In odier words, if ap«»m is taking exogenous testosterone,

his or ber "C/'H:: ratio for a testosterone metabolite vnU be difEerentdun die ratto fi^

atestostenuie iseeursor..



1 1. Once fhe "C/*^:: nftk), conunbiDly.rqwrtedtn tite deltaperma^^

the testosteriMie mebboUtes is calooUUed, (bemio canbeco^

posittvtfy ditacia mandatedby tiw World Antt-Dqung Agency.

12. In eonjimctum with diis ci»e, Ibave reviuvved Labarat(»k Nti^

Dopage's(LNI^)Iab(H»tCHydocumentpadmgficoocmnii^n^^ Ihave

dso reviewedOe Oiuted States Anti4>oping Agency^ ire^

Second Request forftoductkML .
« .

13. rhavB reliednpon the docnments ixferaoKKd d)OPV«, nqr ed^

and eaaaiSfy accqited prtncqiies wtOiin die'sdentific'OHmnunily in reaching tbs

a. 11ie€>ptinm<K) 1.67-2 soifbware was ongina%wrtftmfi»r dieMtopomass

C^timalRMSandnotdielsoixnmelRMSinslnuaeDt This software is now

lO'yeacs dd and canbe ideirttfied t>y its code number 1 .67-2.

b. Since 'version 1.67-2 oifsoftwarewgs jyoduced, fliere have been six major

version releases ofsofiwarefiHT the Isoprime. These tnchide(l)Vetsioa 1.67-

3 i082 operating system) C2) Versitm 1.67-4 (0S2 bperatmg system), (3)

MassJIynx VersJim 3.5i OVindows NT), (4) Masslynx Vnaon 3.6i (Windows

NT), (:^MassIynxVi^on4:0 (Windows XP) sad (6) too Vantage Vocsion

I.O (Windows XF).

c. The newer versi(»u>.ofthe software have ttefoUowmgimfffoveixients:

i. The newer software UKhides anew set ofdectRHiiosw^an«w$et of-

fnmware Ibr fite systems head amplifier tiiat corrected eiratsm the

6S2 head anq^Ufier firmware.
• -.

. I *
. -
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fbe original raw datawU(^ can dien be ctmipaied to those]»^

flieLNE©.

14. Ast6^ use mi maintetianceofaGC-IRMS iiKtrtiinai^ I have consultedmy copy

oftheIsoi»rimeUs«rMai»ial,wUdiIIiavegh'^toMr.Laiid^ The

Isoidme Uso:Manual states that tile (^etating jHessure fiy tbe (K>i^^

is between 2 and4E4 mbar.

ISJ Imve also leviewedUSADA.0176 and.o<mfinned lliat it shows timt tlie GC^

iDstrumentwas operating ata {sessme .ofS2E-6.

16. 1 have reliedipm dieIsofdme UserNbnual andUSADA 0176, my ediKsadcm, my

eaqperience, and gm:»ally accqMedprindples widiai die sctendfic conununity in

leiuiliiQg die follow^ ccxQoIustons:

a. Operating the CK^IRMSinstptneat at iwessures ofSE-6 millibars or above

can result in reduced sensitivify and predsion ofthe r^wrted results and

inraeased variance values. All mass li^tectrcmi^iKsiequke a vacuum in order

to operate,prc^iorly, vdiioh involves .eisnring that die icHi beam can pass from

the sonn« to the detector system in a manna: consistent widi die

maniu&ctuFer's qped&atians.

b. Failure to operate diis machine pnqierly can result in (l)&Isedetectkm of

atmo^ihere gas asam^ gas and (2) copiqi^itiye ioaizi^n drat results in die

- redttCti(mofdieseosittvilyof1fae instrument toana^ gas, iDM>ngotb»s '



u. .Peiwvwsoftwarehas&eaW%tocoMrolflieGCpOTtioaoftte

GC<>IRMS, \rfieieasm iBte 0S2 vwsioos ofAe Mftvra^

opetator has to iiiaiiiia%progpHB ihe GC.

ffi. TtenewwsoftwTOlracMaiyoliiaiges flat arem^
aoquisaioa For instoace, ifdie software is iqaocessedwWidiflfewiit

integrationpatainetets fliis wjpid be reooided ta an

vaafage qfstems, botnot ia any 0S2 sjystaais.

iv. The neworsofhiiffiTC contains a staqdaidslifa^

storage andretrfevalofstaiidardsyalues and data. OS2 requites tlie.

stmidards to be aiqdiedmamiBlly postacquisition.

V. The newer soflware has fiiUydoctanettted and tested badkground

subtraction routines. The nie«H>d and validity ofthe baekground

routines in &e 0S2 software is nnknovm and undocimMttted, AH

.

<tocmnentation ofthe OS2 routines was lost^Aen Miaomass

purchased Isotech (flje develqpers ofthe original softvvare).

vL The newer software has inproved peak detection-Aetme nature of

the 0S2 detection ipefliods is uriawwn as no docunaentationremains

astodleJ^efilodused^

TO. The n0w«- software provides *rwJd4»ok5" thataUow die true state of

flielsqmine to be observed pidrecOTded. The OS2s3fstem offers no

readbacks.

wii. Thenewwsoftware woiks on a modeniqpetatingsiyslwn for which

3^nou obtain tq)<toidafeanttvviis and malwatesc^waie: OS2Waip



y^^.^s^ii~M

(fte late^ sofiware tiiatvwsioo 1.67-2 willnm on) fa no kmgw

su[^)orted by IBNl aiftd iK> anti'virus (T set^ty softvvare is av^

Jx. TI»«»wwsoft»wei5«)iiip«tibtew&aiiwi^

Htegiated Management Systems. Has fa used for fiie control of

results maBagemoit

4 On awwuntofiiie age ofthewflware, and the feet that it was not designed fiM

) is a soious question dmtit wheCber it is

would rranove any

emwsintheheadanjplifietfinBwafe. Itwould also provite a stable and

modem operating sj^iem )yith T^) to date antt-vinis to^

softwate.

p. I^odactionof«»mectrobioDataFiIes('m>Fs'')isBec«saiyfortte

adjudication offlus matterbecause theEDFs wiU assist Mr. Landis' expetts in

Jtetermiiung whether enorsintepotting the resute may havesh^
i. Errors in fhtilwqpruine head an|>Ii£iei: software.

n. Incorrect and wroa^iq)pliedba«*:giound subtraction,

ill Ftxirpeakinlegc^iiHi.

iv. fii^^qaiaten^rocessmgofflieorigujaldatafiles.

Moreover, ifthe EDFs are provided, it will be possibfe to identify ifthe data

ieportedly the laboratcay las beenwiaoc^ AMrooghthe 0S2 software

does notprovidea traoeaWj audft ofany reiw»esshi& it isp«^^
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c. AdditronaUy, the increased psessorancxKded in Ae Penning gauge possibly

nsidted fiom haeascid heh'im pressure in die GC<^ ^stem, causing similar

defects in results. "^

d. TbeincieasediHessue will lesntt in a decreasedlifespan ofdie source

filament, vdiich also nu^ increase dieiq;>oited nieasuie ofvariance.

I declare under penalty ofpegmy under die laws ofthe State ofC^alifania diat die

fiHSgontg is tnie and coreQtaiM^diatdiis dee^^

2007J.i._12!l^

Simtm^m
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Report on the reprocessing of the

Electronic Data Files (EDFs)

Dr. Francesco Botre

Independent Expert for the Panel
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1. Structure of the Report

1.1. This report is formed by a main document of 12 pages and by three Enclosures.

2. Data, documents and information considered in this Report

2. 1. The present document is the result of the study of the data obtained following the

reprocessing of the electronic datafiles (BDFs) originally generated and processed by

the Laboratoire National du Depistage du Dopage (LNDD) in Chatenay-Malabry

(Paris, France) on the occasion of the GC-IRMS analysis of the samples "A" and "B"

of stage 17. The LNDD is a WADA-accredited and ISO 17025-accredited anti-doping

laboratory. GC-IRMS (gas chromatography coupled to isotopic ratio mass

spectrometry) is a relatively new technique used by the anti-doping laboratories to

discriminate between the endogenous and the synthetic origin of naturally produced

steroids, primarily testosterone and its precursors.

2.2. The reprocessing of the EDFs was carried out, under my supervision and

responsibility, on May 4*-5* 2007 at the LNDD, at the presence of Technical Experts

of both Parties.

2.3. The data to be reprocessed had been previously retrieved, and copied on CD-

ROMs, from the LNDD on April 26* 2007, also in this case under my supervision and

responsibility and also in this case at the presence of Technical Experts of both

Parties. _

2.5. The reprocessing of the data was carried out taking into account the instructions

reported in the two documents, originally produced by the Representatives of the

athlete, that I have received from the Panel (documents transmitted to me in .pdf

format on May 2"" 2007, filenames "07-04-22 EDF instructions to Dr. Botre.pdf and

"07-04-29 EDF instructions to Dr. Botre.pdf).

2.6. The documents obtained following the reprocessing of the electronic datafiles

(EDFs) have been evaluated also in the light of the information reported on the

Laboratory Documentation Packages (LDPs) produced by the LNDD following the

original analysis of the "A" and "B" samples.

2.7. Other non-analytical documents, and namely

» the printouts of the list of files/folders present on the computer supports used to

produce the CD-ROM containing the EDFs to be reprocessed, and

• the logfile produced by the GC-IRMS system used for the analysis of other 10

(ten) blind "B" samples, and specifically the portion of the file referring to the

period April 17* 2007 - April 22"" 2007

have also been considered in this report.

•
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3. Objective of this Report

3.1. The objective of the present document is to report and discuss the data obtained

following the reprocessing of the electronic datafiles (EDFs) originally produced and

processed on the occasion of the GC-IRMS analysis of the "A" and "B" samples of

stage 17. \^ '.

3.2. The above process imposed also to verify and confirm that the EDFs to be

reprocessed were authentic copies of the original files. This involved the study of the

backup history of the relevant files and the review of the corresponding "chain of

copy".

3.3. Finally, the logfile produced by the instrument used for the GC-IRMS analysis of

the 10 additional blind "B" samples, analyzed at the LNDD in the period from April

17*^ 2007 to April 22"'^ 2007, was also studied, in order to verify whether other

analyses were performed on the same instrument in the same period.

4. Reprocessing of the EDFs: activities carried out at the LNDD on

April 26*" 2007 and on May 5*-6* 2007

4.1. As outlined above, my involvement as Independent Expert of the Panel included

not only the evaluation of experimental data, but also the supervision of all the

activities necessary to prepare, and perform, the reprocessing of the EDFs.

4.2. The following activities were therefore carried out under my supervision and

responsibility:

• the retrieval (copy) of the electronic data files (EDFs) and of other relevant

electronic and printed documents, necessary to perform the reprocessing of the

EDFs, carried out at the LNDD on April 26* 2007;

• the actual reprocessing of the EDFs, carried out, again at the LNDD, on May 4"" -

5* 2007, and the extraction and printout of the portion of the logfile referring to

the period April 17* 2007 - April 22""^ 2007, of the new GC-IRMS instrument,

also backed up, on a different CD-ROM, on April 26* 2007.

4.3. A record of the above mentioned activities is outlined in two documents:

• "Copy of Electronic Datafiles - Summary of Operation", dated April 26* 2007

(Enclosure #1);

• "Reprocessing of Electronic Datafiles - ChStenay-Malabry (Paris, France) May
4-5 2006 Summary of Operation" (Enclosure #2).
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4.4. The above documents were reviewed and undersigned by all present on both

occasions. They were also distributed in copy and/or transmitted in electronic format

to the Panel and to the Parties.

4.5. For what concerns the description of the activities carried out on both occasions, I

entirely confirm the information reported in the Enclosmes #1 and #2.

5. Backup history of the EDFs

5.1. Before proceeding with the reprocessing of the EDFs, it has been necessary to

review the backup history of the files (the "chain of copy") to be reprocessed.

5.2. This confirmation of the authenticity of the files was deemed necessary since the

files obtained on April 26"' 2007 had not been copied directly from the internal

memory of the instrument, i.e. from the site on which they had been originally stored,

but from other CD-ROMs, produced as a part of the back up policy of the LNDD.

5.3. The review of the backup history, and namely the study of the information

contained in the printouts obtained on May 5* 2007 and reported at pages 1-36 of

Enclosure #3 , showed that the chain of copy was documented in its entirety and that

it was possible to trace all copies of the original files stored on the internal hard disk

of the GC-IRMS instrument.

5.4. Nonetheless, I still considered necessary to further verify the identity of the files.

This could be done during the reprocessing of the EDFs on the instrument on which

they had been originally created and processed. The evidence obtained is reported

later on in this document, at point 7.7.

6, Reprocessing of the EDFs: descriptiqn of the operation

6.1. As reported in the Enclosure #2, the reprocessing of the EDFs started in the

afternoon of May 4* 2007, at 3.45pm, it was suspended at 7.00pm on the same day

and it was completed on the following day. May 5* 2007.

6.2. The reprocessing of the EDFs was first performed on the same instrument used

for the original analysis of the "A" and "B" samples of stage 17. Once this process

was completed, the EDFs were also reprocessed by the new instrument, following

their conversion to a readable format, i.e. compatible with the operating

system/software installed on the new instrument.

6.3. To carry out the reprocessing of the files on the old instrument it was necessary to

copy back the files from the CD to the internal memory of the instrument. Two new
folders ("230706" and "040806") were then created on the internal memory of the

USADA1640



instraments, and the relevant files were copied inside these two folders from the CD-
ROM produced on April 26* 2007.

6.4. A printout of the list of folders contained in the data directory of the internal hard

disk of the instrument was produced immediately before and right after the copying

process took place. A further printout of the same kind was produced when the

operation was suspended, after deleting the files from the internal hard disk, thus

documenting that no EDFs were left on the internal hard disk of the instrument

overnight. These three printouts are reported at pages 37-39 of Enclosure #3.

6.5. The reprocessing of the EDFs was carried out, under my supervision and

responsibility and at the presence of the Technical Experts of the Parties, by the same

analyst of the LNDD who originally processed the data on the occasion respectively

of the "A" and "B" analysis, according to the information reported on the Laboratory

Documentation Packages.

6.6. However, reprocessing of the EDFs was carried out, both on the old and on the

new instrument, without consulting the Laboratory Documentation Packages

produced by the LNDD for the analysis of the "A" and the "B" samples. This ensured

the analyst to operate in an unbiased way.

6.7. Reprocessing on the old instrument was carried out in three different modes:

(a) with automatic adjustment of the background

(b) with manual adjustment of the background

(c) with no adjustment of the background

Procedures (a) and (c) above are performed automatically by the instrument: the

analyst has only to select the relevant option from the menu of the software of the

instrument. Procedure (b) is, instead, performed manually by the analyst

6.8. Three outputs were therefore produced for each EDF reprocessed by the old

instrument. Each output consists of two pages, a data page ("Data Processing

Results") and a graphical page. The output of each file is then formed by 6 (six)

printed pages. These outputs are shown at pages 40-87 (reprocessing of the "A"
sample datafiles) and at pages 88-135 (reprocessing of the "B" sample datafiles) of

Enclosure #3.

6.9. Additional files that were also reprocessed include the stability runs (for both the .

"A" and the "B" sample) and the two sets of linearity runs, performed by the LNDD
on June 26* 2006 and oh July 31" 2006. The data obtained by reprocessing those files

are reported at pages 136-149 of Enclosure #3.

6.10. Reprocessing on the new instrument started at 1 1.20am on May 5* 2007. In this

case it was not necessary to first copy the files on the internal hard disk of the

instrument, but it was instead necessary to preliminarily convert the EDFs into a

format that could be readable by the instrument/software.

6.11. The conversion process could not be performed in a totally automatic way. It

was indeed necessary not only to create a new, ad hoc folder

.("Reprocessing050507"), but also, following the suggestion given by one of the

Technical Experts (Dr. Simon Davis), to copy into it some additional files that were
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still missing once the automatic conversion process was completed. Practically, these

"missing" files were "borrowed" from other data folders containing files obtained by

the analysis of other real samples. This process is documented by the printouts

reported at pages 185-186 of Enclosure #3. More precisely, page 185 shows the files

that are produced after the automatic conversion of the original EDF is completed,

while page 186 shows the whole set of files that are necessary to carry out the

reprocessing of the file.

6.12. The above process' is not described in the manual of the instrument and of the

software, nor in the procedure outlined in the document "07-04-29 EDF instructions

to Dr. Botre" (see above, point 2.5.). However, following this procedure it was

possible to start with the reprocessing of the EDFs.

6.13. Also in this case the EDFs were reprocessed, under my supervision and

responsibility and at the presence of the Technical Experts of the Parties, by the same
analyst of the LNDD who originally processed the data on the occasion respectively

ofthe "A" and "B" analysis.

6.14. The EDFs were reprocessed following the routine procedure of the laboratory

for the analysis of real samples. The processing parameters are shown in the printouts

reported at pages 181-182 of Enclosure #3. A representative printout of the plots

obtained by this procedure is reported at page 161 of Enclosure #3.

6.15. All those files that had just been reprocessed by the "old" instrument/software

were also reprocessed by the new instrument/software. In this case the output of each

file is represented only by one printed pages. These ou^uts are respectively shown at

pages 150-160 (reprocessing of the "A" sample datafiles, including the datafiles of the

stability runs) at pages 162-174 (reprocessing of the "B" sample datafiles, including

the datafiles of the stability runs), and at pages 175-180 (reprocessing of the datafiles

of the linearity runs) of Enclosure #3

.

6.16. The reprocessing was successfully performed for all EDFs but one, namely the

datafile "dataOlO", respective to the fraction 3 of the blank urine analyzed on August
4* 2006 as part of the procedure followed for the "B" sample analysis. This is

documented by the screenshots shown at pages 183-184 of Enclosure #3

7. Reprocessing of the EDFs: discussion of the data

7.1. It has to be preliminarily pointed out that the reprocessing of the EDFs on the old

instrument has been carried out also following some procedures (i.e. the processing

with the totally automatic correction of the background and without any correction of

the background) that, even if carried out by the same analyst that performed the

original analysis and on the same instruments on which they had been originally

generated and processed, are not part of the internal Standard Operating Procediure for

GC-IRMS analysis of the LNDD, which instead specifically allows the manual

processing.
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7.2. This is also true for the procedure of reprocessing the EDFs, after conversion into

a readable format, on an instrument/software different from the one by which the

same data had been originally generated and processed.

7.3. Nonetheless, I realize that some concern can be due by the fact that the "manual"

processing of the analytical signal, especially if not performed correctly, can, in

principle, markedly modify the result of the analysis, and that therefore it has to be -

whenever possible - clearly ascertained that such a manual process is aimed to

improve the quality of the analytical signal, and not to alter the result of the analysis.

7.4. Therefore, all the data obtained by the procedure described in the previous section

of this document were evaluated to verify whether some flaws could be discovered in

the process of data acquisition and processing originally carried out, on the occasion

of the analysis of the "A" and of the "B" samples, by the LNDD.

7.5. As previously reported (6.5), the reprocessing of the files was carried out without

referring to the data/plots obtained on the occasion of the original analyses; this

means, for instance, that none of the two analysts of the LNDD involved in the

reprocessing of the EDFs, nor the responsible of the IRMS Department of the LNDD
Dr. Buisson, nor the Director of the Laboratory, Dr. de Ceaurriz, could access the

original hardcopies produced for the preparation of the Laboratory Documentation

Packages of the "A" and "B" samples, and that no comparison with the data reported

on the above mentioned LDPs was ever done by the same people during the

reprocessing of the datafiles. This procedure aimed to carry out the process in a way

that can be considered equivalent to the one followed by the analysts when they

analyze a real sample for the first time.

7.6. It has to be highlighted again that this process is not part of the internal Standard

Operating Procedures of the LNDD, and therefore it is not a process covered by the

ISO 17025 accreditation nor by the WADA accreditation; more specifically, it also

included some procedures - i.e. the processing with the solely automatic correction of

the background and without any correction of the background - that are outside of

the internal Standard Operating Procedure of the LNDD. This obviously applies also

to the analysis of real samples, and not only to the reprocessing of EDFs.

7.7. A first information that was possible to obtain only by re-opening (and not even

by reprocessing), on the old instrument, the EDFs, was related to the identity Of the

files. Based on the filenames, date and time of original acquisition and, in general, on

the information available on the data page of the printouts (see previous point 6.8.)

there is no evidence that the files are not authentic copies of the original ones, i.e.

those originally generated by the instrument on the occasion of the "A" and the "B"

analysis.

7.8. The process of conversion of the files from the original format to the new format,

performed with the aid of a dedicated software (MassLynx, utility Data Bridge) was

not totally automatic, and required some manual adjustment of the operating

conditions. It is highly probable that this "manipulation" did not affect at all the real

data.
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7.9. The final results of the reprocessing of the EDFs, expressed as the difference of

the 6 values (corrected to take into account the contribution of the acetylation process)

between a target analyte (androsterone, etiocholanolone, 5-alpha-diol, 5-beta-diol)

and an endogenous reference compound (11-keto-etiocholanolone and pregnanediol)

are reported in the tables below, referring respectively to the "A" and the "B" sample.

8 (^c) Difference (corrected values) - sample "A''

IIKE-Andro IIKE-Etio Prgdiol-5adiol

Blu Orig

Blu repr auto

Blu repr man
Blu repr noBG
Blu new instr

A Orig

A repr auto

A repr man
A repr noBG
A new instr

0,48

0,49

0,53

0,02

0,59

3,99

3,14

3,65

2,94

3,78

0,87

0,51

0,56

0,06

0,09

2,58

1,72

2,32

1,87

2,18

adlol



7.10. The data summarized in the above two- tables allow to draw the following

observation: .

a) the difference of the 8 values between pregnanediol and 5-alpha-diol is always

greater than 3, for both the "A" and the "B" sample, regardless the protocol

followed to process/reprocess the relevant EDF;
b) the difference of 8 values between pregnanediol and 5-alpha-diol is maximal if

the EDFs are reprocessed by the new instrument, both on the "A" and on the

"B" samples;

c) the difference of the S values of 1 1-keto-etiocholanolone and etiocholanolone

is always smaller than 3, for both the "A" and the "B" sample, regardless the

protocol followed to process/reprocess the relevant EDF;
d) both on the "A" and on the "B" samples, the difference of the 8 values of 11-

keto-etiocholanolone and etiocholanolone is minimal if the EDFs are

reprocessed by the old instrument and by the totally automatic procedure

(automatic subtraction of the background);

e) the difference of the 8 values between pregnanediol and 5-beta-diol is always •

smaller than 3 for the "A" sample, regardless the protocol followed to

process/reprocess the relevant EDF; while it is slightly greater than 3 on the

"B" sample in the case the EDFs are reprocessed performing either the totally

automatic correction of the background or the manual correction of the

background;

f) the difference of the 8 values between 11-keto-etiocholanolone and

androsterone is slightly smaller than 3 on the "A" sample only in the case the

reprocessing is performed automatically and without subtraction of the

background; in all other reprocessing modes the difference is greater than 3;

g) data obtained by the totally automatic procedure (i.e. with the automatic

subtraction of the background) gave rise, both on the occasion of the "A" and

of the "B" analysis, to a value of the 8 difference between pregnanediol and 5-

alpha-diol greater than 3 also for the negative reference urine;

h) data obtained by the reprocessing of the EDFs on the new instrument gave

rise, on the occasion of the analysis of the "B" sample, to a value of the 8

difference between pregnanediol and 5-alpha-diol greater than 3 also for the

negative reference urine.

7.11. The above data also show that the manual subtraction of the background

performed by the Paris laboratory, apart from being covered by their internal Standard

Operating Procedures, appears to be a scientifically sound process, aimed to improve

the quality of the signal and, therefore, the reliability of the obtained results, and not

to alter the results of the analysis. This is particularly evident if one considers that the

totally automatic reprocessing of the EDFs on the old instrument gave rise to a value

of the difference between pregnanediol and 5-alpha-diol greater than 3 also for the

negative reference urine, both on the occasion of the "A" and the "B" sample analysis.

7.12. Apart from the numeric data, the appropriateness of the manual subtraction of

the background is also evident from the comparison, between the manual and the

automatic subtraction of the background, of the baseline of the upper part of the plots

reported on the graphical page of the relevant, reprocessed outputs.
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7.13. Finally, there was nothing in the data obtained by reprocessing the EDFs related

to the stability and to the linearity runs that could invalid the results of the analysis of

the "A" and of the "B" sample.

8. Analysis of the 10 "B" blind samples: study of the logfile

8.1. The last set of printouts produced on May 5* 2007 (pages 187-206 of Enclosure

#3) refers to the portion of the logfile - referring to the period April 17th 2006 - April

22nd 2006, produced by the GC-IRMS system used for the analysis of the other 10

(ten) blind "B" samples in the same period (see also previous point 2.7.)

8.2. This information had been requested by the Representatives of the Athlete, to

verify whether any sample other than the 10 blind "B" samples were assayed in the

same period.

8.3. By carefully reviewing the extracted and printed portion of the logfile, I was able

to verify that, indeed, it contained information on the analysis of 10 samples only, and

of the relevant reference standard, control urine and calibration samples. These

samples were identified by the following codes: 1704429, 1804855, 1804423,

1904426, 1904428, 2004856, 2004425, 2104427, 2184865, 2204424. I believe that

the first part of the code indicates the date of the analysis, while the second part is an

internal identification code of the LNDD.

8.4. The logfile also confirms that three fractions were injected for each one of the 10

samples whose internal codes are reported above. Apparently, only the third fraction

of sample code 1904428 was assayed twice, while all other samples were assayed
.

once.

8.5. Not having at hand the information regarding the codes of the 10 blind "B"

samples, I am presently unable to verify whether only those samples - and all those

samples - have been analyzed in the period April 17* 2007 - April 22"'' 2007.

8.6. Nonetheless, this information can be easily verified by comparing the actual,

internal laboratory codes of the 10 blind "B" samples with those extracted from the

logfile and reported at the point 8.3. above.

8.7. Finally, the time intervals between the single instrumental runs are consistent

with the total times of assays, if one considers that the duration of the

chromatographic runs is of approximately 45 min if the method applied is the one

used for the analysis of (i) all the samples; (ii) the reference urines; and (iii) the

acetate calibration mix, and of approximately 15 min if the method applied is the one

used for the analysis of the aUcane calibration mix.

in
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9. Summary of the Conclusions

9.1. The review of the backup history of the EDFs, and their reprocessing on the same

instrument originally used for the analysis of the "A" and the "B" samples of stage 17

did not show anything that can indicate that those files are not an authentic copy of

the original files. Therefore, the EDFs retrieved on April 26* 2007 and reprocessed

on May 4'''-5* 2007 dan be considered authentic copies of the corresponding original

data files, i.e. of those electronic files produced, under the OS-2 operating system, by

the GC-IRMS instrument used on the occasion of the analytical operations carried on

the "A" and "B" sample of stage 17, respectively on July 23"* 2006 and on August 4*

2006.

9.2. The reprocessing of the EDFs on the same instrument originally used for the

analysis of the "A" and the "B" samples of stage 17, carried out in three different

processing modes (with automatic correction of the background, manual correction of

the background and with no correction of the background) showed that:

• filenames, date and time of acquisition are identical to those reported on the

Laboratory Documentation Packages of the "A" and "B" sample, thus further

confirming that the EDFs are authentic copies of the originals;

• the manual correction of the background - originally carried out on the occasion

of the analysis of the "A" and "B" samples - had been carried out correctly and

appropriately, this meaning (i) that this procedure had been performed in

agreement with, and without any deviation from, the internal Standard Operating

Procedures of the laboratory, and (ii) that it was aimed, and indeed allowed, to

improve the quality of the instrumental signal;

• the reprocessed data, regardless the variability of the individual results, show that,

in all cases, the difference of the S values between pregnanediol and 5-alpha-diol

. is greater than 3, for both the "A" and "B" samples, also taking into account the

stated value of the measurement uncertainty value (0.8%o).

9.3. The conversion of the original datafiles into a format that could be processed by

.

the new instrument and by the new software was a process that could not be

performed in a totally automatic way. It indeed required some extra activities not

described in the procedure reported on the manual of the instrument/software and not

included in the documents, transmitted to me in electronic format, "07-04-22 EDF
instructions to Dr. Botre.pdf' and "07-04-29 EDF instructions to Dr. Botre.pdf

.

9.4. However, giving for granted that the conversion of the original datafiles into a

format that could be processed by the new instrument and software was completely

successful, it can be stated that the results obtained after the reprocessing of the

datafiles on the new instrument - which is an almost completely automatic process -

led to the same final result (i.e. a difference of the 8 values between pregnanediol and

5-alpha-diol greater than 3, on both the "A" and "B" sample, also taking into account

the stated measurement uncertainty) obtained by both the original manual process and

by reprocessing the data on the old instrument with different process parameters.

11
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9.5. Finally, the study of the logfile, and specifically of the portion that was extracted

and printed out on May 5* 2007, confirmed that only 10 samples, identified by the

internal laboratory codes reported at point 8.3 of the present document, were analyzed

by the new GG-ERMS instrument in the period from April 17* to April 22"'' 2007. The

relevant portion of the logfile indeed shows that only those 10 samples, together with

the relevant reference standards, calibration samples and control urines, were

analyzed in the above mentioned period. It would be very simple to verify whether

those 10 codes actually refer to the codes of the 10 blind "B" samples. The study of

the logfile also confirn\ed that the time intervals between the single instrumental runs

are consistent with the actual times of the GG-IRMS assays.

; t--

Dr. Francesco Botre

n
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COPY OFELECTRONIC DATAFILES
SUMMARY OF OPERATION

On April 26131 2007, «t 1.00 pro, at the Laboretoire National du Depistage du Dopage

(LNDD) in Chatenay Malata^, tepreseniatives of Mr LandJs and of the ITSADA have

met at the presence of an indpondent expert of the Panel to carry out the retrieval of

the Electronic Data Files (EDFs).

The following people were ptesenu

Dr. Simon Davis, Dr. Will Ptice (soiovtific experts of Mr. Latidis), Dr. Larry Bowers,

Or. Jeanine Jumeau (scientifio experts of the USADA), Dr. Jacques de Ceaurrat

(DitBCtor of the UTOD), Dr. Corituw Buisson (Rjesponsible for the BRMS D^attmcnt

of the IHDD> Dr. Francesco Botrt (Independent expert for the Panel)

Prior to begin the extraction of the EDFs, the Parties discussed on which were the

files to be extracted, whether only (he flies of the sample (A and B) collected on the

occasion ofthe stage 17, or also those referring to ttm 10 blind "B" samples analyzed

by IKMS in the period from April 17th to April 22nd 2007. Dr. Botri called by phone

Prof. Richard McLaren, who, on behalf of the panel, cotmnonicated to retrieve also

(he data of cho 10 blind samples, but to store them on a separate support

Due to the size and features of the files to be extracted^ it was decided to use CD-
ROMs as the declronic support to be used fbr the back up,

It was agreed that only one copy of (he data would have been produced and that this

copy vi^ll be given in custody to Dr. Botih.

TTw datafil<« of tht IRMS analysis of the "A" and "B" sample of stage 17 were not

copied directly from the hard disk of the instrument, but ftom a CD-ROM on which

they had been jHvviousIy backed tip, as part of the internal procedures of the

laboratory, by the petsotttid of the Llfeo. TWs transfer was made by removing the

internal hard disk of die instrument, cwinecttng It to a PC with a CD-writer and then

re-installing the hard disk back in place Inside die instrument.

During the extraction of EDFs of the 10 blind *'B" samples diree further issues came

out!

1} Dr. Davis requested that not only the datafiles, but also the logfilea, had to be

extracted and backed up
2) Dr. Buisson explained diat one calibration flle (filename:

l7a4mixcaURMS0lj:aw) Ad not match the criteria of Oie laboratory and

therefore It was deoided ikot to use it; tliU is the reason why four calibratiion

flies, and not thrM, were saved on the memory ofthe computer

3) Tlie file named "1704bruitl.raw" refets to an instrumental check fir the

backgroundnoise

The following decisions were token:

14
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1) It vva* decided to copy also flie logBleSj but lo store them on a isepa«*s CD-

2) The fik named "ITO'htuxcsailRMSOl.faw" was also celled, on the same CD
conttitting tlte datafites of the LO ^lind "B" samples.

3) The file named "ITtMbruitl.taw** was also copledas above

A totd of3 CD were thetefote produced.TheCD were latxdled as follows

"Electronic Data Hies Stage 17A+B + Linearity"

"B Sample analysis 10 Blind Samples"

"l^gRle"

The content of the CD (Foldeis/Subfoldws) is reported in the Att»shment#l.

The 3 CDs were placed itt sealed envelopes rigned by Dr. DavJs, Dr. Bowers Dr. ite

Ceuurriis, Dr. Buisson and Dr. Botr&.

At the end of the backup p(oc<%£, the Parties discussed on how lo proceed for the

reprocessing of the dataliles. Dr. Thomas Breiuia (USADA expert) also participated

to this discussion by phone. It was agreed that Mr. Landls representatives and experts

will prepare a detailed recujest to the Panfel, ouflking not only the reasons why ihey

thlnl: the reprocessing is inip<Nrtant, but also the technical details of the procedure.

The operations ended at 7.30pm.

Chatenay-Malabiy, April 26tfi 2007..

Dr. Simon Davis

Dr. Will Price l^Ad^^
Dr. l-any Bowers

Dr. Jeanine Jumeau

Dr. Jacques de Ceamriz

Dr. Corinne Buisson

Dr. Francesco Boti^ fy^^^tJ*^—' r "7^ ^ "-

X-^
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REPROCESSING OF ELECTRONIC DATAFHJBS
Chatenay-Malabry (Paris, France) May 4-S 2006

Suininary of Operation

Dn May 4th 2(X)7. at 1.00 pm, tachnical experts of Mc Landls and of the USADA
haw met in the presence of an itid^ndettt expert of lh« Panel at liio LiAoratoire

Nati<inal du Depistagc du Dopage (li»IDD) in Chatcnay Malabiy, to carry out the

reprocessing of flte Electronic Data RIes (EDFs) copied on April 26th 2007,

The following people were present:

Dr. iSimon Davis (scientific expert of Mr. Lattdls), Dr. Tlwrftas Breaira, Dr. leaoine

Jumeau (S(jientiflc experts of the USADA), Dr. Jacques de Ceaurriz (Director of the

LNDD). Dr. Coritme Bidsson (Responsible for the WMS Department of the LNDD)
Dr. Francesco Botrft (Independ«ait expert for the Panel).

Before ]woceeding with the re-processing of the EDBs, Drs. d& Ceaurriz and Bulsson

weje asked to supply additional inftinnatilott on the process of backup of electromc

data, (adxa in geneoii and with speciffc reference to those data copied on the ftree

CD-ROMs on April 26th 2006 and still under the custody of the todepondem expert of

the Panel. This mafaily lo ftirther clarify the ineaning of the following statement,

reported at page 1 of the doaiment "Copy of Electronic Dataftles - Summary of

Operation" dated April 2i6th 2007:

"The dattf/Uei offht IRMS analysis ifthe "A" and "B" sampU <ffstage 17 were not copied

dinctlyfrom thx hard disk of the ttutrwmni, buifrom a CD-ROM on which they had hem
prevhusty backed up, aapartof the imemal procedures ofthe hibaraiory, by thipersonnel of

theWDD.".

The following information was obtained:

• The process of backup of the datafiles frrnn ttie internal memory of the old

Isoprime (S.N. JA 010), i.e. the instrument on which (he instrumental analysis of

the "A" and "B" samples of stage 17 was performed, is periodically carried out

manually, under the responsibility of die LKDD. In practice, these opetations are

perfiwnicd by an external company that has a specific contract with the LNDD.
« Specifically, die ori^nnl backup of the data concerning the analysis of the "A" and

"B" samples of stage 17 was carried out on October 3 1th 2006. This is die pnscess

that was performed by temoving tlie internal hard disk of the instruroait,

connecting it to a PC with a CD-writer and thet\ roinstailing the hard disk back in

place in»de the instrument. The data were stored on two CD-ROMs, labelled as

"Backup du 31/10/2006 Data: 010206 -» 251006 CDl" and "Bacfcup Ai

3inor2W6 Data: 010206 -* 2510t» CDl". These are to be considered tlic two

"master" CDs.

• The data stated on the two above maitioned master CDs were then copied, for

practical reasons (i.e. to allow a fester retrieval of information), on more,

additional CDs. Particularly, the data concerning tlie analysis of the "A" sample of

stage 17 had been archived, together with i>ther data files, also into another CD,
labelled as "Isoprime I Data Jttin 06 a 31/07/06 (ore6 le 30/01/07)".

• Fmally, the data concerning ttie analysis of the "A" and "B" samples of stage 17

were also copied on another CD, labelled as Tsop 1 23/07/06 04/08/06"; this last

CD, produced ra the morning of April IMth 2007, contained only the data cS the
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' two samples without any adtUtiona) <iata (e,g. those of the assays Co assess the

. Imeaiity).

• The CD labelled as "Eleccronic Data Piles Stage 17 A+B + Linearity", produced In

the afternoon of April 26th 2007 at the presence of (be technical experts of the

Parties and of the independent expert of the Panel, contained copies of files stored

m both the CD ktelled as "Isop 1 23/07/06 04/08/06" (data files of samples "A"

and "B" of stage 17) and on the C3> kbedled as "Isoprime I Data Juio 06 i 3 1/07/06

(cre5 le 30/01/07)" (data files of the linearity assays).

The above back-up history was documented by obtaining hardcopies of the list of

folders/files stored on eacli one of the above mentioned CD-ROMs.

Prior to begin the extraction of the EDFs, i1\b Peirties discussed on wluch were flie

files to be reprbcesse<l> whether oaiy the files of the sample (A and B) collected on the

occasion of the stage 17, or also tlwse referring to the 10 blind "B" samples analyzed

by GC-IRMS in the paiod from April 17th to April 22nd 2007. The discussion also

involved the request of Mr. Jjuidls' expert to access tiie logflle copied on ttie CD-
ROM labeled as "Logfile" on the occasion of the previous meeting at the LMDD, on

April 26th 2006. According to the instructions received by the President of the Panel,

Mr. Patrice Brunet, in his <ajiail messii^e of May 3rd 2007, Dr. DotrS tried without

success no contact by phone Mr. Richard Campbell, and left a message ou his mobile

phone voicemail, In order to opdniize the tindeframe of operatioa, it was agreed to go

on anyway with the reprocessing of the EDFs of the "A" and "B" samples from stage

17 first, and to go back to the issue of the 10 blind samples datafiles and of the logfile

later on.

The sealed envelope containing the CD-ROM labelled as "Hectrcmic Data Files Stage

17 A+B + Linetaily" was then opened by Dr. Bottft and, at 3.05 pm, all present

moved from the meeting room to the laboratory room hosting the GC-IRMS
instruments.

The reprocessing of the EDFs was first peribrmecl on the same instrument used for the

original analysis of the "A" and "B" samples of stage 17. The process was performed

in the presence of Drs. Davis, Btenna, Juneau, Buisson and Botrd, while Dr. de

Ceaurriz wse not constantly picsent ta the <3C-IRMS room.

To catry out the reprocessing of tlie files it was necessary to copy back the files from

the CD to the internal memory of the instrumeat. It was indeed not possible to load

and reprocess the data dir«!ily from the CD-ROM. Two new folders ("230706" and
"040806") were then created on the internal memory of the instnunents, and the

relevant files were copied inside these two fold»s from the CD-ROM. A printout of

the list of folders contained in the data directory of the internal hard disk of ttie

instrument v/ss produced immediately before and right after die copying process took

place.

Once the files were copied, it was possible to start with their ixqnroeessing. It was
agreed that an analyst of the LNDD (namely, dte same posoti who originally

processed the data on the occasion respectively of the "A" and "B" analysis,

according to the information reported on the Laboratory Documentation Packages)

would have operated the computer to carry oat the reprocessing of the datafiles, imder

tlie responsiblity aad at the presence of the independent expert of die Panel aiid. at the

presence of the experts of dw Parties.

It was agreed that three outputs had to be prt>duocd for each file: (a) a first one,

applying tlje automatic subtniction of the background; (b) a second one, manually

v
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subttttcting the background; (c) a thitd on*, with no background sahtractjon. Each

output consists of two pages, a data page ("Data Processing Results") and a graphical

page. The output of each fite is then represented by 6 (six) printed pages.

It was agreed to start with the reprocessing of the datafUes ofthe "A" sample, i.e. with

those copied iij the folder '730706".

The reprocessing of the files started at 3,45pm, The reprocessing of the datafiles of

the "A" sample was completed widnout comparing the outputs with those reported in

the Laboratory Doeuraentatioo Packages.

At I'.OOptn, it was agreed to suspend the operation to continue on the following day.

It was agreed to delete the fil<K (both those just reprocessed and those still to be

rcproces»xi) copied on the Intertufl hard dl^ of the instmracat. A printout of the new

list of folders in the data directory was also produced.

The operstioDS ended at 7.30pin. It was agreed to continue the opeiafion on the

following day. May Sth, at 9.00am.

The operations started again at 9.15am on May Stis 2007, In a prelimlnaiy raeeting, it

was agreed to complete the process suspended (he day before. All (he presents moved

again to the laboratory room hostmg the GC-IRMS inslnunents at ,9.30ain. The files

not yet reprocessed were copied anainon the intcdial hard disk of the instrument.

The above files wei* tiiea reprocessed, starling with ttie EDPs of sample "B", then

proceeding with the two sets of riie stability mas (otie for the "B" and one for the "A"

sample), and with die two sets of linearity runs origiDally pofonned on June 26tli

2006 and on My 3 1st 2006. Also in this case the reprocessing of the datafiles was

completed without comparing the outputs with those repotted in the Laboratory

Documentation Packages.

After all the above processes wwe convicted, the data were deleted again from the

internal hard disk of Ae tnstrutncnt.

At 11.20am itwas agreed to start the reprocessing of tiseEDFs on the new instrument

The conversion of the files was carried out by Dr. Buisson, under the stipervision of

the independent expert of the Panel and at the pteMince of the technical experts of the

parlies. A new directory CRcprocessingOSOSO?") was created on the internal hard

disk of the insttiunent and ttie procedure ouditved in the docutacot "07-04-29 EDF
InsUyctions to Dr. Bottfe" was followed The files were successfully converted and

saved into the new directory; uouetheiless, it Was not possible to teproccss them. Dr.

Davis explained that this could be due to the tack of some "support" files ttiat are

autottiatieaUy generated during the analysis of real samples and that, consequently,

wetc not present in the new diiectory. To proceed with the rcprocessmg of the

datafiles, it was agreed to copy, ftom oUier data directories into the newly created

directory, also those support fil^. Ttiis procedure allowed to open the files under the

software of the instrumetU and to reprocess them for the first time by this instrument.

It was agreed reprocess all those files that had just been reprocessed by (he original

instrument. The reprocessing of the files was carried out by the same two analysis

who had just reprocessed the data on tlie original instrument.

Tlie file wwe reprocessed.following the routine procedure of ttie laboi'atory for the

analysis of real samples. Two printouts were produced to show the routine processing

parameters of the laboratory, which were applied also for the reprocessing of the

datafiles.

10
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It was possibte to complete the ttprocessing of all file*,, apart from tte dataflle

"daiaOip" (respective to the hUmk urine fraction 3 of the "B" analysis), fw which an

error messages appeared. This b documented by two printouts o£ the scrcensbot

At 1.45pnt the reprocessing of the datafiles od the new instrument was completed. AU
the presents left the GC-IRMS laboratoiy and went to the meeting room.

At this pointy Dr. Davis stated diat the reprocessing of the datafiles of th^ 10 blind

samples was no longer necessary. R was riierefote agreed not to open the sealed

envelope containing tlic corresponding CD-ROM, which remained under dte ctistody

of the independent observer. It was no longer necessary to contact the Panel for this

issue.

With respect to the issue of the logfilc - copied on the CD-ROM labelled as "Logfile"

on April 26th 2007 - Dr. BotriS felt it necessary to ask for the opinion, of the Panel,

also to decide whether or not to supply copies of tiie printouts produced during the 2-

days operation to the Parties, To this respect, Dr. Botrft repeatedly tried to contact -

sequendally - Mir. Cninpbell, Mr. McLaren and Mr. Brunet, without success. At

around 15.35pm Mr. McLaren called back. The following indications were supplied

to Dr. Botrb: (L) die Patties could be given copies of the printouts, provided it was

possible to clearly tnark all dte copies as origiiials; C2) it was also agreed that it was

not possible to printout the content of the logBle and to give it to the Parties its

entirety, since it coint^ned confidential information regarding die activity of the lab

for samples othw than Mr. Landis'. It was ogssed to cut-and-copy cMiIy the portion

regarding the six days (April 17-22) in which the analysis of the 10 blind samples

rook place.

A total of206 printed pages (numbered from 1 to 206) wore produced during the two-

days ofoperation, Tfie original copy is under the custody of Dr. Botrfc. The other three

copies, with every page stamped in red as "Copie cettiifwSe conforme das donnfcs ci

formalaires originaux", were distributed to the ftuties and to the LNDD.

The operation ended at 5.20 pia.

Chatenay-Malabry, May 5th 2007.

Dr.Sinjon Davis

Dr.TlwmasBrenna

Dr. Jeanine Jumeau.

Dr. JaojuBs de Ceaittriz

Dr. Coiinne Buisson

Dr, FretMcsco Boirfe t^Lt^

on
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LNDD ENREGISTREMENT

Codification : E-FCR-Q6

Version : E

Date :24/1 1/05

Page : 1/2

'

FICHE D'ANALYSE /RESULTATS GC/C/IRMS

Echantillon

:

Repertoire:

178/07 995474

230706

Instrument

:

GC/<

COetparaphe:

S Isoprirne 1

Valeur isotopique du reactif dederivatlon: -53

Fraction Fl (metabolites de la cortisone et du Cortisol)

Norn du fichier

tr(s)

trr

Intensity (nA)

5 C %o mesuree

5 C %o corrig^e

Blanc urinaire

SI.

Data 010

867

3.7

-30.80

llK£to6tio

Data 010

1474

1.700

3.3

-24.55

-21.56

Echantillon

SI

Data Oil

867

4.0

-31.64

1 1 Keto^ho

Date Oil

1478

1.705

4.6

-24.10

-21.06

Fraction F2 fKetos)
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